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February 2021
February 3—Zoom Business Meeting 6pm
February 13—Fly-in (Place & time TBD.)
February 18—General Meeting 7 pm
Speaker Barbara Schultz —————>
March 3—Zoom Business Meeting 6pm
March 7—Fly-in Santa Paula (KSZP) for
“First Sunday”. The museum should be
open with aircraft on display. (Remember
that KSZP does not have an instrument
approach.)
March 18—General Meeting 7pm
May 15—OC 99s’ Scholarship Application
Deadline

OUR MISSION — The NINETY-NINES®
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION OF WOMEN
PILOTS® promotes advancement of aviation through
education, scholarships, and mutual support while honoring
our unique history and sharing our passion for flight.
Established in 1929 by 99 women pilots, the members of The
Ninety-Nines, Inc.®, International Organization of Women
Pilots®, are represented in all areas of aviation today. And, to
quote Amelia, fly "for the fun of it!"

Secretary: Sofia Nosratabadi
Treasurer: Lena Wilson

Facebook Page: https://www.facebook.com/Oc99s

February General Meeting
Aviation historian
Barbara Schultz will be
joining us to on
Thursday, February 18th
at 7 pm via zoom to
discuss early So Cal
Pilots!
Barbara has been an aviation historian for
over 30 years and is the pilot/owner of a
1950 Cessna 140A, which is undergoing
restoration. She lives on her own airport
called the Little Buttes Antique Airpark,
which is located just northwest of Fox
Field in Lancaster. She owns several
aircraft, which she and her husband enjoy
flying. Barbara has six books in print and
another one coming out soon about
Flabob Airport.

LANDING ON AN AIRCRAFT CARRIER
By: Sofia Nosratabadi (with input from Dave Brooks and Ken Neuman)
Have you ever wondered what it’s like to land on an aircraft carrier at night? Well, we were able to do it vicariously
through Dave Brooks, a retired U.S. Navy Reserve Commander and a docent of Estrella War Museum.

A carrier landing is basically a controlled crash. You’re coming in at an approach speed that’s just a few knots above the
stall speed, which is the cause of almost all the tension in making a carrier landing. And since you don’t have your
normal runway length, you must be stopped artificially and immediately. This means your tailhook must catch an
arresting wire, which slams your body forward as you go from landing to a dead stop in 2 seconds. There are actually 4
parallel wires stretched across the deck. Your goal is to catch the 3rd wire, which is the safest and most effective target.
You don’t want to catch the 1st wire because it’s dangerously close to the edge of the deck, so if you come in too low on
the 1st wire, you could crash into the stern (back) of the ship. Catching the 2nd or 4th wire is ok, but you won’t move up
through the ranks unless you catch the 3rd wire consistently.
You also have a Landing Signal Officer (LSO) on the deck to help position you for landing. When Dave started out in the
1950s, the LSO would use huge ping-pong paddles to guide pilots on approach. Most of the paddle signals were advisory
to help you get into position, but there were two signals you had to obey: Cut (cut your engine power and land) and
Wave-Off (add power and go around).
Your LSO grades and records every single landing, regardless of your rank or experience level. It’s done for safety,
proficiency, and to gauge how much fuel you will be wasting with your missed landings. Every 1,000th landing is a
milestone. Here is Dave with his Skyraider plane, just after landing on the USS Kearsarge aircraft carrier. He just found
out that he’s a celebrity because he made the 49,000th landing. It only happened because the plane in front of him
screwed up the approach so badly that the LSO decided to punish that pilot by setting up Dave to be the recipient of
landing number 49,000 instead.

Remember that the ocean swells. Imagine trying to land on a wobbly surface as the deck is moving up toward you and
down away from you. You don’t want to follow the deck and become a ping-pong when the deck hits you. Don’t look at
the stern of the ship, where you’re going to land. Look at the middle of the ship, which is the pivot point. Also, watch
your LSO to help you gauge where you are in the swaying process. He’s going to wave you off if the deck is moving
toward you or away from you. (Even if the ocean is calm, the ship is still moving. It’s turned into the wind and travels at
30 knots to give you more headwind across the deck.)
Originally, aircraft carriers had a straight deck. Then they switched to an angled deck as a safety measure, so if you’re
landing and your hook fails to catch the wire, you can go straight forward and off to the side, and go around. On a
straight deck, if you missed the wire, you would go into the fence, and it would stop you but do terrible damage to the
plane. They have planes parked at the front of the ship, so if there was no fence to stop you, you would go into those
parked planes and do more damage.

Even an even-keeled person like Dave admits that a carrier approach will make your heart beat faster. Dave views
aircraft carrier landings as an art, especially when it comes to night landings. The scariest part of night landings is being
taxied when you’re the first one aboard a straight deck. They taxi you forward to the bow (front) of the ship in darkness,
and park you so your wheels are 6 inches from the edge of the deck (with you sitting directly over the wheels). You can’t
see where the edge is, but you’re watching the guy with the taxi wands moving you forward, wondering when he’s going
to stop. And you know it’s 80 feet down into the water.
Landing on a carrier is a pipe dream for most of us. It’s one of the smallest clubs in aviation. The only pilots qualified to
perform this stunt are fighter and attack pilots for the U.S. Navy or Marine Corps who have made 6 carrier landings at
night and 10 during the day. If they can’t do it, they can’t fly. Period. (There are a few other lesser-known players, like
the surveillance early warning aircraft and carrier on board delivery (COD) aircraft who deliver critical supplies to the
carrier while at sea; plus, helicopters who conduct search-and-rescues, but that’s quite different than landing a plane on
a carrier!)

Even with those qualifications, getting away with a spotless landing record is impossible. Hitting the deck is a rite of
passage for pilots. The saying in the Navy goes: “There are those who have done it, and there are those who are going
to.” One time, Dave witnessed the Commanding Officer of his Squadron VF54 crash into the fence. As Dave was
ducking behind metal to avoid flying debris, he turned his head to the bow of the ship to see the C.O.’s engine and
debris trailing all the way back to the plane. The C.O. was still sitting in his cockpit, turning his switches off, but from the
firewall forward, everything was gone. Dave himself came close to uniting with the fence once, when the tension wires
that were supposed to stop him in time failed, because they were set for a different airplane that needed a longer
landing distance. So, imagine Dave’s surprise when he landed and caught the wire but couldn’t feel the familiar “tug.”
He ended up stopping just short of the fence, with the arc of the prop twanging off the bottom of the fence.
Below are the uniforms that the men and women pilots wore, the women being the WASPs (Women Airforce Service
Pilots). Women’s uniforms were really just the baggy leftovers from men. And unlike the men, the women had to buy
their own uniforms and shoes. Some of them wore sandals, which can rip off if you have to bail out of the plane. They
test-flew all aircraft coming off the assembly line when the men went overseas (fighters, trainers, bombers, patrol
planes). They ferried planes to different destinations, and they towed targets for the anti-aircraft gunners’ target
practice. It was dangerous because gunners sometimes liked to take lead on the plane, rather than the sleeve that was
towed, so the planes would come back with holes in them. Many of them lost their lives in the line of duty. In 1944,
when they were no longer needed, they were unceremoniously sent home and had to find their own way back. The
reason for this curt treatment was that they were never part of the military and were treated as volunteers. It was not
until later, when Senator Goldwater from Arizona and President Jimmy Carter were able to pass legislation, that the
WASPs were finally made veterans, with benefits.

According to Dave, seaboard life is wonderful! One thing Dave hates, though, is Top Gun, because the movie
exaggerates so much. (He would know – he used to serve at Miramar.) And, because Dave is not a jet pilot, so there.
Nonetheless, Dave has copped to watching Top Gun innumerable times. But, there are way better movies out there, he
says. Yet he does have the F-14 parked at his Estrella Museum.

Dave’s Office Wall Memorabilia

Chapter News!
Meet our newest Private Pilot:

Jennifer Phillips passed her checkride on

January 26th at KLGB!
“That was me! Just got home and am wai ng for my Mom to get home to tell her the good
news. I did it! I am a private pilot!”
=================================================================================

Several new members attended the Zoom meeting with Dave Brooks.
Here’s what our members had to say about the presentation:


It was student pilot Kyra Duncan's ﬁrst mee ng. She joined the 99s in December. She ﬂies out of OCFC and her big
news was that she soloed the previous Monday. Wha-hoo, Kyra! We're proud of you. Our members enjoy hearing
about these milestones and truly understand the feeling. I knew Kyra had pilots in her family, so asked her to share
this. “My father is a corporate a orney in discussions with involvement in air carriers on the West Coast. My
grandpa, James Duncan, was a TWA pilot for 35 years, ﬂying the 707, 727, L-1011 and MD-80. Before that, he was
an instructor at my great grandfather’s ﬂight school. My great grandfather, also named James Duncan, was a
civilian air instructor for the Army Air Corps during World War II and operated the Duncan School of Flying out of
the Palo Alto Airport. The ﬁrst recipient of the Amelia Earhart Memorial Scholarship, Patricia Gladney, was an
instructor at my great grandfather’s school teaching instrument ﬂying, a ra ng she achieved with funding from her
the Earhart scholarship.” — How's that for an avia on family?



Soon to start ﬂying guest, Gabby Finear, emailed me a erward, “I really enjoyed it! I unfortunately had to leave just
before 8:00 pm and was unable to introduce myself to the group.” Gabby sorry that you missed our chat session
a erward. We look forward to ge ng to know you next me. ~Diane Ti erington Machado



From member, Donna Harris: “The presenta on Thursday night was fascina ng! Many thanks to Kelsi for handling
the slide show! I loved the stories and the history that came alive! My husband and I can't wait to go visit the
museum!”



Jinifer Conover had a few takeaways:

 Takeaway 1 - I never knew that WASPs were put into the extremely dangerous jobs of towing target planes and test

pilots. This just makes me appreciate these strong, courageous women even that much more.

 Takeaway 2 - It was fun to learn about other folding wing airplanes. I have a fascina on for the F4U Corsair, which

also has folding wings.

 Takeaway 3 - Never take the small things for granted. Life is ﬂee ng. Cherish every moment you are crea ng

memories. Tell your stories. You could just see Dave light up when he was showing oﬀ his pictures on the wall or
his awards and trophies. He is so proud of the sacriﬁce he gave and the adventures he was a part of. I hope we can
all have that in our lives.

 Takeaway 4 - Support your local museums.


Not-so-new member Pat Pren ss writes: “Really enjoyed the presenta on given by Re red USNR Commander Dave
Brooks as he shared his me in the military, as well as his experiences that contributed to military avia on history.”

During his presenta on, he exhibited great pride as he shared stories of all the military aircra he had ﬂown and the
challenges he faced with all of them. Commander Brooks has aged well, s ll has that spunky personality and delivered a
presenta on that made us feel like we were back in those days.
Thank you, Commander Brooks!

No Uber? No problem!

~ By Melody Liddell

The past year was a challenge for all of us, and this year is looking (so far) a li le bit
be er. Being a fan of Uber and Ly , at airports where the restaurant wasn't nearby,
they were the obvious choices to get around a er landing your airplane. Since
those rideshare companies became less and less u lized due to the pandemic, I
decided to buy an electric scooter that folds up and ﬁts in the back of my
airplane. At only 25 lbs., it’s easy for me to handle and manage and it travels
roughly 30 miles on one charge. It wasn’t cheap, but I wasn’t about to quit ﬂying
because of diminished transporta on choices.
A friend and fellow pilot bought one, too. It’s been great to have a friend to scooter
with and go to some pre y neat des na ons.
First up: Lake Havasu. I had never been
there. What a fun and easy airport!
We unloaded the scooters from my
plane, rode into town to the London
Bridge for lunch, cruised around a li le
bit, then back to the plane for an
uneven ul trip home.
Next trip: Palm Springs. We loaded up
the scooters, and oﬀ we went. On my
usual ﬂights to PSP, I have been instructed to make a straight in for 13 le or 13
right. But this me, a er exi ng the Banning Pass, I was instructed to head to the
Palm Springs VOR, then enter a right base for 31 le . It took me a second to
re-orient myself, but did exactly as instructed and, a er touching down, headed
over to Signature. We rode the scooters downtown, had Thai lunch, cruised the
boulevard for a while, then back to the plane for another smooth ride home.
Next trip: KCRQ. A friend, who is also a lady pilot with a Cherokee out of John
Wayne, borrowed a scooter and we headed down. We took the scooters from
KCRQ to the Carlsbad Outlets for lunch at Ruby’s. Then back to the airport to load
them up for another uneven ul ride home.

I was worried I’d have buyer’s remorse; but, so far, none. What a great way to get around. Nothing beats being on
your own meframe for ﬂights and transporta on!

Catalina Cookout

~By Jennifer Walinowicz

One of the best things about aviation is sharing it with friends. Last December, I brought my
friend Josh along on a cross country aircraft checkout to CRQ. Having expressed an interest in
flying, I offered him a seat anytime I flew somewhere, and also told him about the fun of flying
for a ‘hundred-dollar hamburger.’ And so, the seed was planted: After Christmas, Josh asked if I
would be willing to go get a $100 hamburger for his birthday. Like most of us I hardly need an
excuse to fly, so I gave him some choices for restaurants, and he settled on Catalina. Sadly, a
few days before our flight I found out the restaurant at the field is closed due to Covid, but we
decided to go anyway and bring a lunch.

On the morning of the flight, we loaded up a Cessna with
food, iced tea and a small air fryer to make the 35nm flight
from KFUL to KAVX. It was a gorgeous day for flying, and Josh flew the aircraft with me for a bit
between reporting traffic (he also snapped some great photos as we approached the island).
After landing, we went up to check in with the manager who let us know that the nature
center’s power outlets were available.
At the nature center, we used the counter area to unpack our spread and heat up the air fryer.
While the veggie burgers were cooking, we had salad and
talked about flight controls and types of airplanes. We
listened to a handheld radio as we ate, hearing two aircraft
departing. We’d planned to hike some of the trail after
lunch, but weather was coming in faster than expected from
the north, so we cleaned up the area to head out early. After
an uneventful flight back, we arrived KFUL a quick 45 minutes
after leaving the nature center.
I have to say, Catalina was a fun choice for a picnic as it’s not
too busy yet; and it’s such a fun flight to take a newcomer
on. I purchased the year pass, and am already looking
forward to summer hiking and camping with friends, as well
as the reopening of the restaurant!

Flexibility can be a pilot’s best friend!

~By Jennifer Walinowicz

If I had to choose a word I associate most with aviation, it would be flexibility. As cabin crew, you are the definition of flexibility. And,
as any VFR pilot flying during winter can vouch, flexibility rears its head often, postponing and canceling flights and plans for weeks
at a time due to low ceilings. During my flight training in the Midwest, my buddy “Flexibility” brought low IFR conditions and had me
changing my carefully laid plans “on the fly” often. Even so, flexibility is a beautiful thing. The ability to amend plans when weather
or other factors change keeps us safe as pilots. Sometimes, you’ll even be rewarded with an unexpected surprise!
Thanks to Tess Karich, I was put in contact with the “Air Boss” of the TGIF gang. I reached out to Jeff Swedo who’d spent the week
planning a fly-in to Santa Paula for lunch; and, he arranged for me to snag an empty seat with a generous TGIF pilot by the name of
Bob. It’s obvious from Jeff’s level of planning that he’s good at what he does. Saturday morning we all woke to an email from Jeff
calling an “audible” for the SZP flight due to forecasted, sustained winds of 30 mph gusting to 60 throughout the Santa Clarita Valley.
Even with our disappointment, it was a wise choice to cancel. Santa Paula, an airport without weather reporting, has its own
microclimate leading to higher wind velocity at the field and different conditions than nearby reporting airports. According to Jeff’s
email, the new plan was Brown Municipal in San Diego. During a brief discussion over the phone, he told me that Brown sits about a
mile from the Mexico border and can be confused with a similarly situated airport two miles to the south in Tijuana. It would be my
job to help Bob stay in America. Can you imagine mistakenly landing in Mexico? Yikes! Jeff also mentioned that the restaurant at
SDM is closed on the weekend, and we should all plan to bring our own lunch.
So, a short while later, after getting ready and making myself a sandwich, I loaded myself into my vehicle and drove to SNA where I
met Bob. He introduced me to Cathy Jean, his lovely Cessna 182 with all the bells and whistles,
and he made me feel very welcome. After a safety briefing and an introduction to Josh (the
other TGIF pilot riding along), we loaded into Bob’s plane to race Jeff and his Cirrus down to
KSDM. As a bonus, Bob planned to take the VFR corridor through the San Diego Bravo airspace,
which was a first for me.
We arrived at Brown to find three Marine F5 aircraft preparing for departure. And, it turned out
we had beat Jeff to the airport, so we were able to admire the jets preparing and then launching
with full afterburners. It was a pretty neat surprise on our arrival!
Once Jeff found us, we walked inside the terminal to spread out our picnic in the bar area. Cue
surprise number two: Fresh food was being served! The restaurant was actually open, so we
were able to enjoy hot food while talking shop. A short
while later, the F5 pilots came in for lunch, as well, so
naturally the guys chatted them up. We found that they
were with the aggressor group out of Yuma and at Brown
doing some combat training. We ended up leaving around
the same time as the Marines, so we were treated to a
second mini airshow.
Bob, Josh and
I had a nice (if
busy) VFR
flight back up
the coast with
lots of other
aircraft out
enjoying the
beautiful
flying
weather, as
well. I really enjoyed riding home in the backseat. I was able to
appreciate the view outside, as well as think about all the happy
coincidences that we were treated to at our alternate destination.
This was a great practice run for our own OC99s’ fly-ins coming
up. Hopefully, flexibility with plans will treat us just as well!

CLAUDIA’S CARDINAL
By: Sofia Nosratabadi and Claudia Ferguson
Claudia’s airplane is special. I know everybody says that about theirs, but this time it’s for real. She has
a beautiful Cessna Cardinal, with some unique features that you won’t find in other planes.
Lest you’re slow to catch on to the cardinal theme, you will be gently reminded of it no matter which
cardinal direction you’re facing. There is a cardinal banner greeting you when you open the hangar
door; a cardinal outdoor thermometer to remind you of right now’s temperature in cardinal units; a
Cessna Cardinal logo stitched on the plane’s seat cover to lovingly peck you if you forget to buckle in;
and an “FAA-approved” little stuffed cardinal sitting on the dashboard, scoring your preflight routine on
the scale of sloppiness.

Not to get carried away, but Claudia also has a strawberry theme going on in a few of the remaining
available spaces, like on her display panel and her kneeboard. Because strawberries make you happy.

There is a portal to another dimension on the side of her fuselage. If you stick your finger in the hole,
you can pull out a retractable handle that you can use to help push the plane into place, since a Cessna
Cardinal does not have struts for leverage like a Cessna Skyhawk.

Being strutless allows you to get a clean, unobstructed shot of the sky above and landscape to your side.
This is the view passing the Diamond Valley Lake on the way to Hemet. The last time I was flying to
Hemet myself, I was so focused on spotting the runway of this unfamiliar-to-me airport, that my mind
failed to register this lake beneath me. Talk about tunnel vision.

The plane also has greater visibility because the wings are farther aft than a Skyhawk. In 1968, when the
Cardinal was first introduced, Cessna intended for the 177 Cardinal to replace the 172 Skyhawk. The
new design was sleek, swept-back and lower to the ground. Unlike the 172 and 182, it had a “stabilator”
(stabilizer + elevator all-in-one “flying tail”) like a Piper Cherokee. They made a few mistakes, which
were eventually corrected, but sadly not in time to save the Cardinal’s early reputation for not “flying
like a Cessna”. The engine was upgraded from 150 HP to 180 HP, a modified wing shape (slightly fatter
leading edge), and a constant speed propeller were introduced by 1970.
The biggest issue in the beginning was discovered when the delivery pilots of some of the first models
on their way to their owners had landing accidents because of “porpoising”. It was quickly discovered
that in a nose-high attitude, the air flowing back from the displaced wings was interrupting the normal
airflow over the stabilator, so it couldn’t create enough downforce to keep the nose up. This led to an
emergency AD mandating several modifications that became known as “The Cardinal Rule”. The
stabilator had slots put into the leading edge, and an improved counterbalance. Claudia says that it still

doesn’t land quite “like a Cessna” and is a bit nose-heavy on landing, but the safety issues were resolved
and with good landing technique, great landings are possible.
The lucky pilots who own Cardinals tend to keep them for many years. Because of its wider fuselage,
even a Cardinal-RG is not as fast as a Mooney, which has the same engine, but instead they are roomy
and comfortable inside and have “barn doors” on both sides, which makes getting in and out very easy.
They are also very stable in the air, which makes them great for flying IFR.

Another unique feature of this particular plane are these designer fins that were carved into the side of
the cowling because of a (unique to this aircraft) cooling issue. And another vent in the shape of a little
aft-facing scoop provides cool air for the radios. It’s just above the static ports on each side of the
fuselage. And she has a Civil Air Patrol “Find Ribbon” sticker to honor her former aircraft partner, Lt.
Col. Keith Kelley, who during his years as a very skilled CAP search pilot found 25 downed aircraft with
this Cardinal (including one on his 75th birthday).

Claudia is also very proud of her old analog Angle of Attack Indicator. She is heartbroken that hers is
inoperative and can’t be fixed because the factory threw away the schematics for it a long time ago. She
scoffs at the newer versions that only show you the green-yellow-red ranges. They are much more
expensive, and they don’t tell you much more than when a stall is impending, but your stall horn can tell
you that. The older AOA version is more useful because it tells you exactly where the center of lift is
over the wings. When it approaches the leading edge, the aircraft is closer to a stall. When the aircraft

is at cruise speeds, the indicator moves to the aft part of the wings. The AOA indicator thus serves as a
backup for the airspeed indicator when the aircraft is in landing configuration. It can also serve as a
guide when optimum climb angle is wanted. Just line the indicator up with the vertical line of Xs and fly.
Why have an AOA Indicator in the first place? Because speed by itself is not a good indicator of a stall.
As your CFI will remind you over and over, a plane can stall at any speed, because speed is dependent on
weight, bank angle, temperature, density altitude and CG. But a plane always stalls at the same AOA.

Claudia still has an ADF antenna stretching over the top of her plane. When I asked her what an ADF is,
she smiled at my question. An ADF (Automatic Direction Finder) is an old-style navaid. It receives the
signals from an NDB (Non-Directional Radio Beacon) to help you find your lost and confused self.
Apparently, we still have an NDB here by the Colton Cement Plant near Flabob. It goes by the name of
PETIS. Its main advantage over a VOR is that it can be received from much longer distances and at lower
altitudes. Its downside is terrain blocking its signals. This particular NDB can be detected from 40-50
nautical miles away.

Look what some pilots were skytyping above the French Valley airport, just in time for our arrival:

Happy New Year 2021

“A-B-C-D-E-F-G” or, How Do You Spell Airspace?
I don’t know about you, but ever since the FAA went to “alphabet soup” for airspace names, a good refresher is
always helpful for me. Some of you have learned to fly since that happened, but for all of you who are like me,
and maybe for those who’d like a reminder,
here’s a VERY brief recap of the airspace we
use in the United States.
There are 4 kinds of airspace in the US:
 Controlled,
 Uncontrolled,
 Special Use, and
 Other.
Here’s a picture to help you get started with
Controlled Airspace:

Controlled
A – “Above” (used to be Positive Control): is
18000’ MSL and above, IFR Flight Plan
and Instrument rating required, set
altimeter to 29.92, altitudes are called “Flight Levels” (FL), no VFR WX minimums because there is no VFR
(also, no aerobatics up there – as if you could!), DME is required above FL 240. The aircraft must be IFR
equipped and have ADS-B out (1090ES). Note: ADS-B comes in 2 versions: “978 UAT” (Universal Access
Transceiver) and “1090-ES” (Mode S TXP operating on 1090 MHz, with Extended Squitter).
B – “Biggest & Busiest” (used to be TCA – Terminal Control Area): shape of inverted wedding cake and goes
from the surface (in the center where the hub airport is) to approx. 10K’ with a radius of about 30 NM with
cutouts or extensions as required, 30 NM Mode C “veil”, VFR WX minimum 3 SM, clear of clouds (because
separation is provided), clearance is required prior to entry, for VFR there are transition routes (they require a
clearance, too), VFR corridors and flyways (no clearance required), restrictions for student pilots. ADS-B out
(1090-ES or 978 UAT) is required along with 2-way comm radio and a Mode C transponder.
C – “Communicate” (used to be ARSA – Airport Radar Service Area): also inverted wedding cake shape and
goes from the surface at the center to approximately 4K’, 5 NM core, 10 NM maximum radius, with cutouts as
required, and establishing communication required for entry (“clearance” not required, just ATC response,
unless it’s “remain clear of airspace”). ADS-B out (1090-ES or 978 UAT) is required along with 2-way comm
radio and a Mode C transponder.
D – “Dialog” (used to be ATA - Airport Traffic Area): has a radius of about 4 NM, may have cutouts for satellite
airports (like Riverside RAL does for Fla-Bob RIR), and goes from the surface to 2.5K’ AGL; must establish
communication prior to entry, has an operating control tower and clearance required to take off or land, may
have extensions of Class D or E airspace for instrument approaches & departures, controlled airspace
weather minima required in Class D and any extensions. ADS-B is not required for this airspace.
E – “Everywhere Else” (in controlled airspace): can be aloft or surface-based, can start at 700’ AGL or 1200’
AGL, or 14.5K’ MSL, includes airways, weather minimums (same for C, D & E) of 3 SM visibility and cloud
clearance 500’ below, 1K’ above, 2K’ lateral. Above 10K’ (excluding below 2.5K’ AGL), the aircraft must have
ADS-B out (1090-ES or 978 UAT) and a Mode C transponder.

Uncontrolled
F – “Forget it”: not used in the USA. It is for IFR flight without ATC communication or separation
(F=Frightening!!).
G – “Government free”: the essential difference between Class G and Class E is the weather minimums – Class
G requires 1 SM, clear of clouds, goes from surface to start of Class E or 14.5K’; only airspace where you can
do aerobatics. There are no airspace-specific equipment requirements in Class G.

Special Use
Prohibited areas: “P-xx” – don’t EVER go in there! You will not enjoy the consequences. Trust me.
Restricted Areas: “R-xxxx” – must have ATC permission to enter. We have lots of those up north in the desert for
military operations.
Warning Areas: “W-xxx” – ATC has no jurisdiction because it is more than 3 miles offshore, there may be
activities unsafe for aircraft (such as military activity).

Military Operations Areas (MOAs): for military activities – find out if they’re “hot” before going in – not required,
but it is the safe thing to do (I wouldn’t want an F-18 zipping past me at warp 6!).
Alert Areas: for flight training, parachutes, etc. – areas where extra caution is needed

Other
TRSA “Terminal Radar Service Area”: participation not required, used in areas that are not quite busy enough for
Class C. Palm Springs (KPSP) has one and it’s one of few remaining in the US. Radar separation is
provided between participating IFR and VFR aircraft.
Airport Advisory Area – 10 nm radius of an airport with no tower in operation, but FSS on the field, which can give
advisories. I suspect that now that all FSS services have been consolidated that none of these Airport
Advisory Areas exist anymore – at least not in California (I couldn’t find any). However, there are ASOS and
AWOS capabilities at lots of non-tower airports that will provide automated WX and airport advisories.
Military Training Routes IRs and VRs: high-speed, very low altitude military traffic on these – best to stay clear if
you can as ATC may not know if they are hot!
Temporary Flight Restrictions “TFRs”: lots more of these popped up after 9/11 – must check with FSS before
EVERY flight because they can be created “ad hoc”. If you get into one of these, you may be escorted to the
ground, make the 6 o’clock news, and lose your license. NOT a good thing! Note that though these are
supposed to be “temporary”, the one over Disneyland seems to be permanent.
National Security Areas: such as power plants, etc. – don’t loiter near them or fly low over them – you could be
escorted away – just remember how paranoid the government has become and use common sense.
Parachute Jump Areas: well, OBVIOUSLY! Lake Elsinore, Perris Valley, Crystal Aire, Cal City are all heavily
used jump areas, especially on the weekends when the weather is good and not too windy - be sure to
monitor the CTAF in the area – you will not be able to spot a jumper whose parachute has not yet deployed
as they are too small and going too fast.
Wildlife Refuges and Nat’l parks frequently have special markings around them on a VFR chart, though they don’t
have official airspace designation. The Sespe Condor Sanctuary is one near us (north and west of Ventura).
Stay high over these even though the temptation to go low and sight-see is there – especially now that there
are actually lots of these endangered condors living there. There are also some places like the Grand
Canyon that have special airspace restrictions – see the FARs for those.

Credits: Many thanks to the AOPA Air Safety Foundation for the diagrams used in this article and for their
continued dedication to air safety!
Have a SAFE flight!
Claudia Ferguson, Safety
San Fernando Valley 99s
Aviation Safety Counselor
© CK Ferguson 2021

Happy February Birthdays!
5 Jennifer Phillips
12 MariKay Lindstrom
17 Marlene Garraffa
26 Kelley Gorman
If we missed your birthday, Happy Belated,
and please send the date to Irene Engard — engards@aol.com

Thank you to all who have contributed to this issue!
Plane Tales is a collaborative effort. We count on many
to help make it the wonderful newsletter that it is.
OUR MISSION — The NINETY-NINES® INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION OF WOMEN PILOTS®
promotes advancement of aviation through education, scholarships, and mutual support while honoring our
unique history and sharing our passion for flight. Established in 1929 by 99 women pilots, the members of The
Ninety-Nines, Inc.®, International Organization of Women Pilots®, are represented in all areas of aviation
today. And, to quote Amelia, fly "for the fun of it!"

Join us Online
Chapter Website - http://oc99s.org
Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/oc99s
Contact the OC99s - OCninetynines@gmail.com
Amazon Smile Link - https://smile.amazon.com

To a Very Accomplished Woman: All Ninety-Nines

